Let ((?,/) be an infinite compact totally disconnected abelian group. Finer totally bounded group topologies J' such that every J'-closed subgroup is /-closed are studied. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such a J'ΦJ are given. Introduction* Throughout this paper all topologies are Hausdorff topological group topologies and all the groups are written in the additive notation.
Let ((?,/) be an infinite compact totally disconnected abelian group. Finer totally bounded group topologies J' such that every J'-closed subgroup is /-closed are studied. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of such a J'ΦJ are given.
Introduction* Throughout this paper all topologies are Hausdorff topological group topologies and all the groups are written in the additive notation.
A topological group G is called totally bounded if for every identity neighburhood V there is a finite subset F of G with G = F + V. This is tantamount to saying that G is embedded algebraically and topologically into its Bohr compactification under the natural map G -> aG. We recall that for abelian G we have aG = ((<Γ shows that aG' is algebraically the direct sum of the image of G f in aG' and of ker ae. The problem we are interested in studying is the following: (P) Determine all those totally bounded topologies J' containing J such that every J'-closed subgroup of G f is a /-closed subgroup of G.
In view of the isomorphism of lattices mentioned before, this 124 S. JANAKIRAMAN AND T. SOUNDARARAJAN is tantamount to the following problem: (P') Determine all those intermediate groups H with G^^HQ (G d y for which the associated topology J' = J H has the same closed subgroups as J = J£.
In a totally bounded group the smallest closed subgroup containing a subset S is its bipolar S Ll ; hence a subgroup S is closed if and only if it agrees with its bipolar if and only if it is the intersection of a collection of kernels of continuous characters. As a consequence, the J^-closed subgroups are precisely the intersections of families of groups ker/ with feH.
Consequently problem (P') is equivalent to (P") Determine all those groups H with G"£ iϊ£ (G d y such that ker / is J = J£ -closed for all feH.
In this paper we consider only the case (G, J) is totally disconnected ie G" is a torsion group [5, p. 385 ]. We show that if H is a subgroup "admissible" in the sense of problem (P") then G" is the torsion subgroup of H [ Lemma 1.3] . In particular kerαβ is always connected in this case. Next for any fe(G d y whose ker/ is enclosed, G" + </> is admissible [Lemma 2.3] . We then prove that (G, J) has an admissible iϊ =g G" if and only if G has a direct factor which is p-adic integer group Δ 9 or an infinite product of cyclic groups of prime power order for infinitely many different primes. [Theorem 2.5] .
It is also shown that if there are admissible groups properly containing G" then there is no largest admissible H [Theorem 2.10].
That one can never expect pseudocompact J f Φ J (whether or not J is totally disconnected) and existence of maximal admissible subgroups H is dealt with in a paper by W. W. Comfort and the second author [3] . Proof. Let g be of order m.
Proof
is of finite exponent and so is a finite subgroup of T. Consequently ker / n ker g is of finite index in ker/. Easily ker/Π ker g is a subgroup of ker (g + nf) .
Now let B be the finite subgroup of order mn in T. Then clearly Scf~1 (B) . Also ker / is of finite index in f~\B).
Already ker / Γ) ker g is of finite index in ker/. Hence ker /Γ) ker g is of finite index in f~\B). Since (ker / n ker g) c S c f~\B), the lemma follows. Proof. It is enough to show that kerh is a J-closed subgroup for all heG~ + </>. Now let heG~ + </>. Then Λ = g + nf with geG~ and w an integer. As G~ is a torsion abelian group g is of finite order. Hence by Lemma 2.2, ker ^n ker/is of finite index in kerh. Now ker g is J-closed since geG~ and ker/ is J-closed by hypothesis. Hence (ker / n ker g) is a J-closed subgroup and ker h is a finite union of cosets of (ker / Π ker g). Hence ker h is J-closed. PROPOSITION 
Let (G, J) be one of the following two groups; (1) A v , the topological group of all the p-adic integers with the usual topology, p a prime. (2) ΐ[p t eiZ(Pi*), the product of cyclic groups of prime power order p**, with the product topology, where I is an infinite set of primes. (We shall denote this compact group by C (p ίf n^.) Then there is an admissible subgroup H Φ 6Γ\
Proof. (1) Algebraically, Δ p is a torsion free abelian group of cardinality c. Now T -Σ Z(p°°) 0 R algebraically where the sum is extended over all primes [4, p. 105] . R being a torsion free divisible group of cardinality c, we can find an algebraic monomorphism /: Δ v -• T. Clearly ker / = 0 is a J-closed subgroup. Also /ϊ4p since mf -0 will imply f(mx) -0 for all xeJ p contradicting that ker/= 0. Now Lemma 2.3 completes the proof.
(2) For this case we use a product decomposition. Algebraically T = ΐlZ(p°°) (see [4, p. 105] ) the product extending over all primes. Again we have an algebraic monomorphism /: G -» T; with ker/= 0, a J-closed subgroup. Since / is infinite G has elements of infinite order. Hence mf = 0 will yield f(mx) = 0 and contradict ker/= 0. Hence f$G~. Now Lemma 2.3 completes the proof. THEOREM 2.5. Let ((?, J) be an infinite compact totally disconnected abelian topological group. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) There exists a totally bounded group topology J' containing
J properly such that every J'-closed subgroup is J-closed. (2) G has an infinite monothetic factor group. (3) G has a direct factor M which is either a p-adic group Δ p or a group C(p if n^).
(4) G has an infinite procyclic direct factor.
Proof. (1) => (2). Suppose there exists a totally bounded group topology J' on G containing J properly such that every J'-elosed subgroup is J-closed. Let H = {/: / is a continuous homomorphism of (G, J') into T). Hence there is an feH\G~. Clearly then /6 (G d y\G~. Now feH implies that ker/ is /'-closed and so is J-closed by hypothesis. Thus / is a discontinuous character for (G, J) with ker/ being J-closed. Let G = G/ker/ and J be the quotient topology on G obtained from J. We now have a monomorphism /: G-> T i.e., (G) d can be injected into T. Hence by [5, p. 407 ] the torsion free rank of (G) d is at most c and the p-rank of the torsion subgroup of (G) d is at most 1 for all p. Also (G, J) is an infinite compact totally disconnected abelian group (since f&G~, ker/is not J-open and hence G cannot be finite). Since G^ is a torsion abelian group let G^ = Σ Gp, Gp being the ^-primary part of G^. If for some p, Gp contains Z(p°°) then we get (G, J) has a factor Δ p and hence (G, J) has a factor group Δ p which is an infinite compact monothetic group and we are done. Otherwise Gp is a reduced group for each p. We claim now Gp is cyclic of prime power order. Otherwise by [4, p. 117] [5, p. 407] .) Hence (G, J) is monothetic and (2) follows.
(2) => (3). Let (G, J) be an infinite monothetic factor of (G, J). Then G~ is a torsion subgroup of T (see [5, p. 385] ).
We consider now G~. If G" contains a Z(p°°) for some p then (G, J) will have a direct factor Δ p and we are done. Otherwise G" is a reduced group. Now G" is a subgroup of G~. Since G~ is infinite and a subgroup of Γ and GΓ also has to be reduced we get Gp Φ 0 for infinitely many p. Hence Gp Φ 0 for infinitely many p. Now applying [4, p. 117 ] to each of these Gp we easily get Σ ^(P?0 is a direct summand of G". Hence (G, J) has a direct factor G(p if nj. Hence (3) follows.
(3)=-(l). Case(i): Let (G, J)=N® M y N a J-closed subgroup, M is topologically isomorphic to Δ p and the sum direct. Then by the proof of (1) in 2.4 we get easily a homomorphism f.G-^T such that ker/ = JVand/is injective on M. Surely order of / is infinite and hence fί G". Also ker / is J-closed. Hence Lemma 2.3 shows that G~ + </> is admissible. Thus a J' exists by the equivalence in the introduction.
Case (ii): Let (G, J) = Nζ&M, N a J-closed subgroup, M is isomorphic to C(p iy n^ and the sum direct. Then by the proof (2) in 2.4, we get easily a homomorphism f:G-*T such that kerf=N and / is injective on M. Since C{p i9 n % ) has torsion free elements and / is injective on M, order of / has to be infinite and so /g G~. Also kerf=N is J-closed. Thus Lemma 2.3 yields G~ + </> is admissible. Hence J'-exists by the equivalence in the introduction. Thus (1) follows.
(3) =-(4). Easy. ( 4) => (2). Let P be an infinite procyclic direct factor of (G, J). Then by duality P" is a torsion group which is a direct limit of finite cyclic groups. By [4, p. 58 ] p is locally cyclic. Hence for each prime p the p-rank of P" is atmost one. So each Pp is isomorphic to a Z{p s ), s = 0, 1, , oo. This yields that P" is isomorphic to a subgroup of T and hence P is monothetic. Thus (2) holds. Now Theorem 2.5 follows.
We now proceed to discuss the existence of a largest admissible subgroup. LEMMA 
There exists a largest admissible subgroup L if and only if the set of all fe(G d )~ such that ker/ is J-closed form a group. In this case L consists precisely of these.
Proof. Let L be a largest admissible subgroup. Let /, g e (G d y such that ker/, ker# are J-closed. Then by Lemma 2.3 G" + </> and G" + (g) are admissible subgroups; they will both be subgroups of L and hence, f, g, f -g e L. Clearly then all such /'s will form a group. Proof. Since Δ v is a torsion free abelian group of cardinal c it has a maximal independent set B of cardinal c. Hence Λ P /(B) is a torsion abelian group. Now T = ΣZ(p°°) ® iί (see [4, p. 105] ). We can write R = ΣQ, c copies and then write R = ft + ft such that ft n ft = Q, ft, ft each isomorphic to JQ, c copies. Now easily we can get embeddings h u h 2 of Δ p into Λ, such that h^p) c ft, fe 2 (^) c ft and /^(l) = fe 2 (l) = 1 e Q = ft n ft, λi, fe 2 being obtained by mapping J? to the corresponding independent sets. It is easy to see that ker (h t -h 2 ) is a countable subgroup, of Δ P i={nfm; (p, m) = l}). Clearly ker ih x -h 2 ) is not J-closed. Now Lemma 2.6 completes the proof. PROPOSITION 2.8 . There is no largest admissible subgroup in (P(p i9 n t ) d y.
Proof. We note C(φ if n % ) = Π ^(i>5j) algebraically and also that T = Π ^(P°°)> P varies over all primes [4, p. 105] . Hence there is an embedding ί: C(p if n t ) -> Γ, with ker (i) = 0; which is J-closed. Since Γ = Σ Zip 00 ) φ JK, there is an automorphism g: Γ_-> T such that flr(ίc) = x for elements of finite order and g(x) = V 2 a? for a & in lϊ. Then groi gives another embedding of C(p it n t ). Now ker (i -groi) is a countable subgroup namely Σ Z(p*<)-Thus we get two embeddings / x , Λ: C(p <f w<) -> Γ such that Ker (/,. -g t ) is countable and hence not J-closed. So Lemma 2.6 completes the proof. DEFINITION 2.9. We say a topology J' is admissible if it satisfies the condition of (P). Proof. (1) =» (2) . Suppose G has an admissible topology J'ΦJ. Then G has a topological decomposition G = 4φ5, ia closed subgroup and B is isomorphic J p or C(p if n t ). Then by Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, we have two embeddings of /, g: B -> T such that ker (f-g) is countable and not J-closed. Hence we easily get two homomorphisms F lf G t :G->T such that kerF x = kerG t = A is J-closed but keτ (F 1 -G 1 ) is not J-closed. This contradicts Lemma 2.6. Hence (2) follows. (2) ==> (3) is easy as also (3) ** (1). PROPOSITION 2.11. On Δ p9 there is an admissible topology J' having \ (Δ Vf J')" I = c.
Proof We note T s Σ Zip 00 ) 0 R and R = Σ Q, e copies. Now we can write R = Σft*> αel; | J| = c and each l? α is a torsion free divisible abelian group of cardinality c. This is possible as ex = c. For each a el, we can have an embedding h a -Δ p -• B a . Correspondingly we get embeddings g a : Δ P ->T such that for each x Φ 0, the g a (x) are independent. Let now H be the subgroup of ((Δ p ) d )g enerated by Δ p and all these g a . Surely | JEΓ| = c. Let J' be the totally bounded group topology determined by H. J' is finer than J, the usual topology. We claim J' is admissible. We have only to show that ker (h) is J-closed for each heH, since H = (Δ p , JX, (see [5] ). Now h = / + Σιi^i9 ai f f e 4 p , n t are integers k finite. If all the n { are 0, then there is nothing to prove. Let some n t Φ 0. Since / is of finite order by Lemma 2.2, we have only to prove ker/Π ker (Σi*M7 βi ) is J-closed. We claim ker (Σ? n t g ai ) = 0. Let if possible x Φ 0 be in the kernel. Σ ^^(α?) = 0 implies Σ^M = 0 and by independence g a .(7iiX) = 0 for each i and each # αi being an embedding we get n t x = 0 for each i, so » = 0. Thus ker / Π ker (Σ KiQai) = 0, α J-closed subgroup. Hence the results follows.
3* We now assume ((•?, r) is a noncommutative compact totally disconnected group and make a few remarks on totally bounded group topologies τ' containing τ and such that each τ' closed subgroup is τ-closed. We shall again call such a r' an admissible topology. Proof. Let αG' be a compact topological group in which (G, τ') is embedded as a dense subgroup. Prom hypothesis it now follows easily that for each x e aG', mx = 0 (since x is limit of a net, from (G, τ')) Now Π?=i n(aG f ) = 0, since mαG' = 0. Hence by a theorem of Mycielski [8] , αG' is totally disconnected and hence by [7, p. 56] has a basis of open subgroups of finite index at 0.
Hence (G, r') has a basis {G«} of open subgroups of finite index at 0. Each of these Gά is now r-closed and hence τ-open. Hence we get T is finer than τ\ Since r is compact and τ' is Hausdorff we get τ = r\ REMARK 3.2. Let (iί, τ) be a compact group of finite exponent. Then K x Δ p has an admissible topology different from the product topology.
Proof. Let mx -0 for each xeK. Let J x be an admissible topology on Δ p \ J t Φ the usual topology J of J p . Let J' be the product of r and J x on iΓ x i p . Since (if x A py J')a(K, τ) x (aJ p , aJJ where aJ p is the compact group in which Δ p is densely embedded, we get J' is totally bounded. Also J r is finer than the product topology τ x J. We have only to show that any J'-closed subgroup S is τ x J closed. If Sa(K x 0) then we easily get the result.
Let Sn(0xJ p ) = I^ (0, 0) and S Π {K x O)=Λf lβ ΛC is a J'-closed subgroup of A p and hence J-closed. So M = 0 x p n 4, for some w. ikf^ is J'-closed and hence J-closed since K x 0 is J'-closed and J' = τ x J on 1£ x 0. Now Λfi x Λf is J-closed and cS. We claim M 1 x ilί is of finite index in S>. Let p x : S-^J P be the projection. Then p^SjDΛί. Hence ikf is of finite index in pΛS) (since M is of finite index p n in J p itself). Let p^S) = ilίU (α 2 + Λf) U U (a k + Λf) where (y if a t ) e S, ί = 1, 2, , k. We claim now S = Z7ί((j/ <f αj + (Λf L x AC)). Let (x, y) e S. Then Pι (χ, y)=y = di + t for some i and ί 6 M.. Also (0, t) e M 1 x McS. Hence we can assume p λ (x, y) = a t . Also p^y^ α<) = α<. Hence ( -(^, α<) + (a?, y)) = (-2/t + α?, 0) e Aζ c Af x x Λί. Hence (a?, y) e (y i9 α t ) + (Λf x x Λf). Hence S is a finite union of cosets of Λ^ x Λf and so we get S is τ x J'-closed. That τ x J x is an admissible topology follows now easily. REMARK 3.3 . If E is an infinite algebraic separable normal extension of a field F and G is the Galois group of E over F then W. Krull [6] has shown that one can introduce a topology τ on G (the Krull topology) such that there is a 1 -1 Galois correspondence between all intermediate fields of E over F and all τ-closed subgroups of G. Furthermore (G, τ) is a compact totally disconnected group. It might be of some interest that if τ f is any other admissible topology on G then again there is a 1 -1 Galois correspondence between all intermediate fields of E over F and all τ'-closed subgroups of (?.
